Egger OS’Floor ™
The proven alternative.
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EGGER OSB production

1 EGGER OSB production
Made by experience
EGGER OS’Floor™ panels are made in
EGGER’s modern OSB plants from
environmentally sustainable wood
resources − conserving the world’s
threatened tropical forests. EGGER
OS’Floor™ is manufactured in European
plants which are certified according to
the chain-of-custody schemes of FSC
(CW) and PEFC (CS).

15 years

Built on more than
experience
in construction with EGGER Oriented
Strand Board (OSB).
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EGGER OSB production

2. Flaking
Thin wood strands are
peeled from logs by
ring-knife flakers, working
pretty similar to a giant
pencil sharpener.

EGGER OS’Floor™ production
EGGER OS’Floor™ – moisture resistant, innovative and environmentally sustainable

3. Drying
The wet strands are dried
from their original moisture
content of 85 % down to
2 – 3 %, in gas operated
rotary dryers.

1. Debarking &
washing

OS’Floor™ is a structural panel designed and
manufactured specifically for the Australian
building and construction industry.
EGGER OS’Floor™ was developed from EGGER
OSB 4 TOP flooring panels for world wide use.
EGGER OS’Floor™ is a three-layered, flat-pressed
EGGER OSB panel of oriented strands.
The panel is made of peeled round softwood from
sustainable managed forests.
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Separate strand processing for the core and
surface layers, a special strand geometry as well as
a high level of orientation of the surface strands in
the direction of the wood fibre optimises EGGER
OS’Floor™ structural performance and physical
appearance. The orientation of the strands creates
a performance which is greater than required for
strength and stiffness properties between center to
center of the joists!

The bark is peeled off the
logs inside revolving
debarkers.
By spraying hot water over
the debarked logs, sand and
bark residues are removed
and the wood takes up
moisture in order to ease the
flaking.

4. Screening
Using modern technology, the
dried OSB strands are sorted
according to certain size and
fed to the glue drums. The
high quality of the screening
is a prerequisite for
consistent OSB properties.
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EGGER OSB production

6. Mat forming
With special spreading
machines for the surface
layer and middle layer, the
strands are scattered in
three cross-aligned layers.
The strands have their
greatest load capacity in the
direction of the fibre and the
outer surface layers thus
providing strength and
stiffness in the direction of
the main axis of the OSB
boards. This makes OSB the
ideal timber building
product.

9. Cut-to-size &
packing

7. Pressing

5. Blending
In order to strongly bind the
strands to one another, they
are sprayed with a special
moisture resistant synthetic
resin, which has a chemical
reaction inside the press.
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At the end of the forming
line, the mat goes into a hot
continuous press (Contiroll),
where it is progressively
pressed until it reaches the
final strength and thickness.

8. Cooling &
acclimatisation
When leaving the press, the
hot panels need to be cooled
down to 30 – 40°C before
being stacked and
warehoused.
This is done by 2
star-coolers, where each
panel is rotated 180°.

After the cooling process the
side edges of the boards are
trimmed to the nominal
width. The boards are
cross-cut by a diagonal saw
from the master panel. After
conditioning the boards in
the warehouse for at least
48 hours, the master panels
are brought back in the
production area for their
final processing, which
includes: cutting to size,
tongue-and-groove edge
profiling (if necessary),
marking, palletizing and
labeling.
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EGGER OSB production

Our plants in Wismar and Radauti
Wismar, Germany
Our plant in Wismar was founded in 1999.
Over the years we have developed into one
of the biggest employers in the Northwest of
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. Our employees
produce MDF, HDF and OSB boards, along
with laminate flooring. Per year we process
approx. 2 million cubic metres – that’s
approx. 50 shiploads, 2.000 railway cars
and 15.000 trucks.

The unique location at the Baltic Sea distinguishes
the plant in Wismar from other EGGER plants.

Wismar

Radauti, Romania
Founded in 2008, our plant in Radauti is
one of our newest plants within the EGGER
Group. Back then, we started with the
chipboard production, but expanded
quickly in 2011, where we produced our first
OSB board in Radauti. Additionally to the
OSB and chipboard production, we added
to this location the production of glue,
resins, biomass and a recycling facility.

Radauti

On a total surface of 76 ha our employees
produce OSB and chipboards.

→
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Note:
Both plants have the TPAA Brand Certificate for H2 termite treatment.
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Product benefits

2 Product benefits
This board is full of
wood & benefits.
The EGGER OS’Floor™ panel is our latest
OSB (oriented strand board) flooring development:
It is lightweight, with improved rigidity and is
straightforward to install due to its asymmetric tongue
and groove profile. That’s why it doesn’t squeak when
walked on and can withstand water ingress for much
longer.
Installers will be delighted by the nailing pattern printed
onto the panels, as this saves the additional job of
marking them up during assembly.
Additionally, EGGER OS’Floor™ is also available as
a H2 termite treated product.
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Product benefits

Edge sealed asymmetric
tongue and groove profile

Asymmetric conic

The proven tolerances of the tongue and
groove profile leads to a quick installation.
This specific profile gives you an even
surface and the installation of the final
dropping panel within a wall construction is
simple and easy. The asymmetric profile

speeds up installation and increases the
point load on the tongue and groove. In
general during the installation process no
extra force is required to bring the panels
together. This way of angled installation is
force, ergonomic and back saving.

Slip resistance
This allows the product to perform to the
rigorous demands of the construction site.

Due to the unsanded surface layer, EGGER
OS’Floor™ achieves a European R10 slip
resistance rating.

R10 slip resistancy
acc. to test report
ihd Dresden.

tongue and groove

Lightweight board

profile.

Moisture resistant surface
The manufacturing and bonding/glueing
process of EGGER OS’Floor™ allows the
product to be exposed to the weather

E0
FORMALDEHYDE

LOW

without damaging the structure of the
board for up to three months.

100 % Formaldehyde free
EGGER OS’Floor™ is bonded with a 100 %
formaldehyde free resin which provides the
panel with the strength and durability for
humid conditions (class 1). By using a
formaldehyde free resin, this allows for a
healthy indoor environment. Accredited
independent Testing Laboratory WKI

Brunswick, Germany, undertakes third party
auditing of factory production control
according to EN 300 – OSB in conjunction
with EN 139876-A1- Wood based panels for
use in construction and CE Declaration of
performance DOP-745-01.

The light-weight panel in combination with
the tongue and groove connection allows a
quick installation, saves time, man power
and money.

Termite resistant
EGGER OS’Floor™ H2 panels have a full
cross-sectional treatment against termite
attack, complying with the requirements of
minimum preservative retention according
to AS/NZ 1604.2 to enable the use of EGGER
OS’Floor™ in all regions of Australia (North

and South of the Tropic of Capricorn). H2
panels can be easily identified by the
surface marking, blue H2 pallet stamp with
TPAA brand registration certificate and blue
panel edge colour stripes.

Very high

Darwin

High

Australian Termite
Risk Zones

Low

Tropic of Capricorn

Nailing pattern
Thanks to the printed and installationfriendly nailing pattern EGGER OS’Floor™
can be installed quickly. The nailing pattern
on the top surface of EGGER OS’Floor™ has

Moderate

Townville

Mount Isa

Very Low

Alice Springs

the spacings required as per the standards.
This means that you do not have to mark
the panel additionally during installation.

Perth

Brisbane

Adelaide
Canberra

Negligible

Sydney

Melbourne
Hobart
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Application

3 Application
We stand by our boards
and so can you.
EGGER OS’Floor™ is suitable for the majority of building
types, be it residential or commercial. It is a high
performance floor that can be used in all conditions.
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Application

EGGER OS’FLOOR™

Weathering during installation

OS’Floor™
standards and certification
EGGER OS’Floor™ was successfully evaluated by
Access UTS Sydney, Prof. Keith Crews for use as
structural flooring based on testing by SCION (NZ)
in 2012 and 2013, WKI Brunswick (DE) and DTI
Taastrup (DK) in the framework of the German
approval:

“… Analysis of the test data indicates that the OSB
flooring product as tested, meets strength &
stiffness requirements specified in Table 3 of AS/NZS
1860.1 for Class 1 Particleboard, provided it is
installed parallel to grain across the supporting floor
joists. The strength perpendicular to grain meets the
requirements for Class 2 Particleboard. However, the
perpendicular to grain stiffness is below the
threshold value of 2650 MPa.”

CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS

Therefore EGGER OS’Floor™ has to be installed as
follows to meet the requirements of the Building
Code of Australia:

SUB-FLOOR CONSTRUCTION

1. EGGER OS’Floor™ must be laid with the major
(parallel to grain) axis across the™ supporting
EGGER OS’Floor may be used over wood products or metal floor
floor joists.
framing systems. For best results with wood product frames,
2. The major axis direction must be clearly marked
deep floor joists (150 mm or more) such as those used in upper
on each EGGER OS’Floor™ panel surface, with
storey construction, should be seasoned and gauged.
the text “use only in major axis”.
Floor joists shall be securely fixed to bearers. Top edges of the
3. Laying floor panels with the perpendicular 		
joists must be correctly aligned to provide a flat level surface.
minor axis along the joists is not permitted.
4. Nail fixings and screw fixings shall be in 		
The supporting frame shall comply with AS 1720.1, SAA Wood
accordance with AS/NZS 1860.2, Tables 1 & 2
products Structures Code, NZS 3604, Timber-framed buildings,
respectively.
or be certified by a professional engineer, as required by the
5. All installation details shall comply with the
building authority.
requirements of AS/NZS 1860.2.

Sub-floor construction
EGGER OS’Floor™ may be used over wood products
wood product frames, deep floor joists (150 mm or

As floor loads will depend on use™and the nature

joists shall be securely fixed to bearers. Top edges of
the joists must be correctly aligned to provide a flat
level surface.
The supporting frame shall comply with AS 1720.1,
SAA Wood products Structures Code, NZS 3604,
Timber-framed buildings, or be certified by a
professional engineer, as required by the building
authority.
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During the exposed period, do not allow water to
pond on the surface. Remove water by sweeping
and drilling small holes (Ø 6 mm) adjacent to plate
lines approx. all 600 mm. Do not directly cover
panels with sheeting or apply liquid sealers to
avoid moisture trapping. Failure to comply with the
above may cause unnecessary edge swelling.

Whenever possible, exposure to the elements should be
limited by suitable measures and should be covered as soon as
possible.

Sub-floor ventilation

EGGER OS’Floor™ will withstand up to 3 months outdoor
exposure without effecting the structural performance.
EGGER OS’Floor™ and sub-floor framing members

• Free space between ground level and floor shall

™
EGGER OS’Floor
properties
maytobe
affecteddampness
by moisture
be minimum 400 mm. PE plastic sheet ≥ 0.2 mm
should not
be subjected
prolonged
saturationincreasing
and/or exposure
to
sub-zero
temperatures.
(minimum) ground cover is recommended to
the moisture content greater 18 percent
During theEMC
exposed
period,Moisture
do not allow
water
pond on the retard the rise of moisture vapour. Fixing by a
(Equilibrium
Content)
or 21topercent
surface. Remove
sweeping
and drilling small holes layer of gravel is recommended.
EMC forwater
EGGERby
OS’Floor™
H2.
(Ø 6 mm) adjacent to plate lines approx. all 600 mm.
Do not directly
cover panels
with sheeting
or sub-floor
apply liquid sealers
• The BCA and AS 3660.1: Termite Management;
to external
and internal
• Ventilators
to avoid moisture
trapping.
stipulates that for construction where termite
walls shall
be evenly spaced and allow a clear

crossflow of air beneath the floor. Special 		
attention should be given to corners and 		
sub-floor spaces with occasionally higher 		
dampness.

SUB-FLOOR VENTILATION

cc-span 450 mm and 21 mm to cc-span 600 mm.

construction, should be seasoned and gauged. Floor

EGGER OS’Floor™ properties may be affected by
moisture saturation and/or exposure to sub-zero
temperatures.
WEATHERING
DURING INSTALLATION

• EGGER OS’Floor™ is permissible with 18 mm to

or metal floor framing systems. For best results with
more) such as those used in upper storey

Whenever possible, exposure to the elements
should be limited by suitable measures and should
be covered as soon as possible. EGGER OS’Floor™
will withstand up to 3 months outdoor exposure
without effecting the structural performance.

inspection is required, a minimum 400 mm 		
height from ground surface is required.
On sloping sites, 400 mm clearance may be
reduced to 150 mm within 2 metres of external
walls.

• The underside of the flooring facing the ground
should not be coated with sealant. Ventilation
to sub-floor should always comply with 		
regulatory requirements.

EGGER OS’Floor and sub-floor framing members should not be
subjected to prolonged dampness increasing the moisture content
• EGGER OS’Floor™ shall be installed in
greater 18 percent EMC (Equilibrium Moisture Content) or 21
accordance with government building regulations ™
percent EMC for EGGER OS’Floor H2.
of occupancy, refer AS/NZS1170.1.

and AS/NZS 1860.2.

• EGGER OS’Floor™ may be used for residential and
Ventilators to external and internal sub-floorwalls shall be
light commercial or industrial purposes, in 		

evenly spaced and allow a clear cross-flow of air beneath the
floor. Special attention should be given to corners and sub-floor
products Framing Code or NZS 3604 Timber-		
spaces with occasionally higher dampness.
framed buildings. In commercial or other 		
The underside of the flooring facing the ground should not be
applications involving increased floor loads, 		
coated with sealant. Ventilation to sub-floor should always
reference should be made to AS/NZS 1170.1, Dead
comply with regulatory requirements.
and Live Loads and Load Combinations.
Free space between ground level and floor shall be minimum
400 mm. PE plastic sheet ≥0.2 mm (minimum) ground cover is
recommended to retard the rise of moisture vapour. Fixing by a
layer of gravel is recommended.
The BCA and AS 3660.1: Termite Management; stipulates that
for construction where termite inspection is required, a
minimum 400 mm height from ground surface is required. On
sloping sites, 400 mm clearance may be reduced to 150 mm
within 2 metres of external walls.

’
EGGER OS'Floor™

accordance with the standards AS 1684, Wood

Facade

500 mm min.
above ground
Airvent

400 mm min.
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Installation and processing

4 Installation and processing
You build. We take
care of the details.
This chapter goes into the details.
So installation and processing will be a quick and
easy task for you and nothing to worry about.

20
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Installation and processing

Installation guide

Platform construction

Recommended span:
18 mm panel thickness: max. 450 mm for point
loads in domestic and
some residential building.
21 mm panel thickness: max. 600 mm for point
loads in domestic and
some residential building.

EGGER OS’Floor™ is particularly suited to platform
construction. EGGER OS’Floor™ sheets edges are
aligned with the outside external wall frames at the
building perimeter. Wall components are installed
over the EGGER OS’Floor™ flooring or fixed through
the sheets to the joists. EGGER OS’Floor™ allows
elimination of fixing of trimmers except at square
edged joints. Square edges joints within a room
must be supported on joists or trimmers.

• EGGER OS’Floor™ tongue and groove can be used
in platform and fitted floor constructions.
• Panel thickness shall be chosen according to
centre-centre-distance of the laid joists.
• Marked “Major use axis” shall be laid always 		
across the floor joist.

• The sheet surface carrying span information and
nail grid is placed face up.
• Panels shall be laid with stacked end joints (brick
work pattern) – no cross-joins are permitted.
All joints must be firmly fitted on all 4 edges.
• The individual sheet lengths should cover at least
two floor joist spacings. If single span cut-in-panels
are required, a trimmer (min. 70 × 35 mm)
must be fixed between the joists to support the
middle of the panel.
• Construction grade adhesive is applied to the
upper surface of joist members prior to sheet 		
placement: See Use of Adhesive.

Fitted floor installation

Fitted floor installation
10 mm
gap

Platform construction

EGGER OS’Floor™ is layed as fitting floor up to
installed wall frames laying the marked “Use axis”
rectangular to the floor joist with each edge
supported on joist or trimmer.
Minimum 10 mm expansion gap shall be provided
between flooring edges and wall frames. Skirtings
fastened to the wall frame must allow ventilation of
the floor space.

≥ 10 mm gap

Trimmer

22
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Method for connecting
cassette to cassette for continuation
of flooring diaphragm

Structural flooring –
installation with supported butt-joints
Product type
EGGER OS’Floor™ and OS’Floor™ H2 are moisture
resistant bonded strand boards made of mainly pine
wood from sustainably managed forest. H2 branded
panels contain anti-termite treatment acc. to AS/NZS
1604.1+2. The tongue and groove profile is milled along
the long panel edge. The structural flooring panels are
certified by UTS Sydney, Australia.
Installation of structural floors with supported butt-joint
Depending from panel width and planned floor size the
last panel row may require cut-to-size along the milled
tongue and groove edges. To avoid wastage the
installation of the last row with butt-joint edges on
nogging is possible. The following recommendations
shall be read in conjunction with the OS’Floor™
installation guide www.egger.com/osfloor
• Usually laying of the flooring panels starts with the 		
groove facing the wall. lnstall the panels until 		
reaching the second last row.
• Cut off the tongue from the panels of the second last row.

The recommendation for staggered laying of
OS’Floor™ is based on the assumption that the
panels work as a floor diaphragm for stiffening/
bracing the building.
If the panels are used in prefabricated single
ceiling sections/cassettes and this sections work
as single diaphragms that are mounted to the
adjacent walls the staggered laying of OS’Floor™
is not required.

• 18 mm thickness for 450 mm cc-span;
panel size 2700 × 905 mm coverage size
• 21 mm thickness for 600 mm cc-span;
panel size 2400 × 905 mm coverage size

• Provide continuous edge support at the long side 		
panel edges with solid blocking minimum dimension
90 mm × 45 mm.
• Lay the last row with butt-joints close to second last 		
row. Provide an expansion gap of minimum 2 mm at 		
the short edge supported by the joists.
• Construction grade adhesives should be used with 		
nail or screw fixings.
• All fixings shall be finished flush with surface at time
of fixing. Tighten fixings; punch nails and tighten 		
screws just prior to sanding.

If two or more cassettes should work together as a
diaphragm this can be done with the connection of
the edge joists. Staggered OS’Floor™ joints are not
essential for that.

Nail grid marking
Marked nail grid on the top face of the panels allows fast fixing along the floor joist.
Nailing distance from the panel edge should be ≥ 12 mm.

18 mm thickness
450 mm

450 mm

21 mm thickness
450 mm

600 mm

600 mm

12 mm

12 mm

150 mm

905 mm

300 mm

45 mm

24

45 mm

45 mm

45 mm

45 mm
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Fasteners spacing

Technical properties
Specification acc. to
DOP-745-01

Specification acc. to
AS/NZS 1860.1

Permissible design value
(after 3 month weathering)

Properties

Unit

Test
method

Major axis
(para. to grain)

Minor axis
(perp. to
grain )

Test method

class 1

Modulus of Rupture
(MOR)

MPa

EN 310

31

18

AS / NZS 4669

19

24.5

17.2

Modulus of Elasticity
(MOE)

MPa

EN 310

5200

1900

AS / NZS 4669

2750

3950

2140

24h swelling ratio
SCION test report

%

Internal bond (IB)
Manufacturers mean

MPa

Thermal conductivity

Major axis
Minor axis
(para. to grain) (perp. to grain)

Technical Properties
EN 317

≤ 8 (12)

AS / NZS 4669

≤8
Fastening method

W / mK

EN 319

0.80 (0.40)

EN 13986

AS / NZS 4669

0.13

Joist material

–

Dimensional change
at 1 % increase
of moisture content

%/%

Formaldehyde emission

mg / L

EN 13501

Hardwood or
cypress pine

–

EN 318

D-s2, d0

0.02

AS 3837

0.03

< 0.06

Dessicatorvalue

26

18 mm

AU: 50 mm × 2.8 mm
NZ: 60 mm × 2.8 mm

21 mm

65 mm × 3.75 mm

Bullet, jolt or
flat head nails

Softwoods

As above

18 mm, 21 mm

65 mm × 2.8 mm

All timbers

T or finishing head nails

18 mm, 21 mm

AU: 50 mm × 2.5 mm
NZ: 65 mm × 2.8 mm
(recomm.)

All timbers

Countersunk head,
self drilling screws

18 mm, 21 mm

N0. 10 × 50 mm

Steel
(1.2 mm minimum)

Countersunk,
self embedding head, self
drilling screws preferably
with self breaking cutter
nib

18 mm, 21 mm

N0. 9 or 10 × 45 mm

E1 ≤ 1.5

Certified to proof Compliance with
National Building and Construction Codes
Certified by UTS, Sydney/AU, as fit for purpose acc. to AS/NZS 1860.1
Certified and evaluated by Law Sue Davison Ltd., NZ, in compliance with NCC
Hard wearing – exposure tested by SCION New Zealand
Certified OSB mill according to PEFC scheme and European Timber Regulation (EUTR)
Continuous third party testing through independent notified body in EU (e. g. WKI)

→

Minimum
fastener size

–

Screw fixing

•
•
•
•
•

EGGER OS’Floor™
thickness

class 3

Pneumatic nailing
Dessicatorvalue

Fastener type

0.55

Manual nailing
Reaction to Fire

At sheet perimeter spacing of fasteners is 150 mm
centres. In the field space at 300 mm centers. Keep
fasteners at least 10 mm from square edges and at
least 20 mm from tongue and groove edges.

Select an appropriate fastener from the table or
refer to AS 1860.2, table 1 or NZS 3604, table 7.5.
The fastener type, length and gauge is based on
the flooring thickness, joist material and available
fastening equipment. Use fasteners in conjunction
with an adhesive.

Sheet size [mm]

Edge profile

Covered area
[m2]

Joists at
centres [mm]

Number of fasteners
per sheet

Number of
fasteners
per 100 m2

2,700 × 905

tongue and groove 2

2.43

450

34

1,400

2,400 × 905

tongue and groove 2

2.17

600

26

1,198

Note:
Certificates can be downloaded from the EGGER Website www.egger.com/buildingproducts

27
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Use of adhesive
• Construction grade adhesives should be used
with nail or screw fixings.
• Surfaces which are to be bonded must be clean
and dry.
• Positioning of the panels must be done according
to the curing time given by the adhesive 		
manufacturer.
• Nail or screw flooring to joists within 15 minutes
of positioning sheets.
• Remove excess adhesive from sheets.

Optional tongue and groove gluing

Surface finish
EGGER OS’Floor™ should be prepared depending
on the type of covering or finish and the effects of
weather exposure on the floor. Preparatory work
should only be undertaken when the building is
closed and weather tight.
EGGER OS’Floor™ which has been wet during
construction must be allowed to dry.
EGGER OS’Floor™ must be checked before being
fixed tightly to flooring joists. Prior to sanding (if
required), fasteners shall be driven 2 mm below the
floor surface to facilitate sanding and minimize nail
popping in the event of subfloor shrinkage.

28

For general purpose sanding use 80 grit. Heavier
sanding, with maximum 60 grit paper, may be
required on floors which have been exposed to
severe wetting. Avoid excessive sanding and limit to
a 1.0 mm maximum cut over general floor areas,
1.5 mm maximum cut over supported sheet joints.
EGGER OS’Floor™ should be fine sanded with 100
grit closed coat paper for clear and tinted paint
finishing. After sanding, vacuum cleaning is
required.
The sanded surface must be dry, clean and free of
any surface contamination, i. e. paint, oil, etc.

29
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Handling

5 Handling
Making it easier for
you to get hands on.

30

5

To ensure that no unpleasant surprises occur
during processing, EGGER OS’Floor™ panels must
be properly packed and stored. Disposal is a
simple matter, too. Find out just how easy it is on
the next page.

31
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Handling

Storage and packaging
• EGGER OS’Floor™ panels should be stored in a 		
dry area flat on bearers. The span width should 		
be no greater than 700 mm and the bearers
should all be the same height. If several pallets 		
are stacked on top of each other than the
bearers should be aligned.

• In the case of transport by forklift the bearer 		
chosen must be sufficiently high to prevent 		
damage.
• Before using the boards, a 48-hour conditioning 		
period is recommended to allow the wood to 		
acclimatise to local humidity.

• When stored outside provide clear space from 		
the ground and use waterproof covers on wooden 		
battens providing air circulation around the 		
flooring product.

Details
you can
rely on.

Tarpaulin

100 cm

Disposal
OSB boards may be used in both material or energy
recycling. Residues of OSB boards from construction and
demolition projects can be used as recycled material.

32
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Service and quality

6 Service and quality
You can orientate
yourself to this.

34

6

Not only do we give the strands the necessary
orientation, EGGER and our partners will always be
there to assist. Targeted support, expert advice and
an extensive delivery program are all integral to our
service. Just another instance of the high quality
you can expect from EGGER.

35
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Service and quality

EGGER System solution
for timber construction

Service
You receive:
• Support and consultation from EGGER and our partners
• Technical sales service
• Technical information portal on the Internet
www.egger.com/buildingproducts
• Extensive planning and product documents
• Technical training
• Product certificates, manufacturer’s declarations

Architects, builders and home owners appreciate
the beauty, flexibility and advantages of using
wood as a building material.Engineered wood
products and system solutions made by EGGER
fulfill these expectations.

EGGER OS’Brace®
EGGER OS’Brace® and EGGER OS’Brace® H2 –
environmentally friendly 6 mm Bracing Panel. Since
2005 EGGER OS’Brace® is a well established
innovative and environmentally sustainable,
structural bracing panel designed and
manufactured specifically for the Australian
building and construction industry.

Delivery program
,
,
EGGER OS Floor™ and EGGER OS Floor™ H2

→

For further information on EGGER OS’Brace®
please check www.egger.com/osbrace

→

Find out more on www.egger.com/ergoboard

→

For further information on EGGER Timber
please check www.egger.com/timber

EGGER Ergo Board

Thickness [mm]

Length × Width
[mm]

Weight per panel
[kg]

Edge

Surface

Edge treatment

Covered area [m2]

18

2,700 × 905

approx. 27.2

tongue
and groove

unsanded

grey wax sealer

2.44

21

2,400 × 905

approx. 28.3

tongue
and groove

unsanded

grey wax sealer

2.17

The light construction board – thanks to its small
weight of less than 12 kg, its innovative shiplapped
edge profile and its high structural strength, the
“one-man-lift-panel” becomes the ideal woodbased material for interior wall lining applications.

EGGER Timber
Excellent technical parameters – that is what EGGER
timber stands for. The foundation to this is laid by
the European whitewood (Picea abies) and
European redwood (Pinus sylvestris) from
sustainable managed domestic and PEFC certified
forests. Regular strict audits by an independent
third party (e.g. HFA – Holzforschung Austria) make
EGGER timber a premium quality product.
• Available as studs and dimensions
• MGP 10/12 graded according to AS 1748
• Visual graded F5/F8 accoding to AS/ NZS 2858
for all sizes
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) acc.
to ISO 14025 available
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Service and quality

Service and Quality

Quality
OSB 4 TOP boards which are the basic raw boards for
OS’Floor™ are free from formaldehyde, resin-bonded,
three-layer wood material boards from oriented microveneers (strands). The majority of wood used is
debarked, fresh spruce from sustainably managed
forests. Mixed wood variants or special hardwood
varities are also used where boards must meet specific
demands.
Raw materials
• Fresh wood
• Paraffin wax emulsion
• PMDI resin (NAF)
• Water
Environmental sustainability
Stringent care is taken to ensure that OSB 4 TOP boards
are made according to all environmental requirements in
a resource-friendly way. All EGGER products undergo
regular environmental impact investigations. OSB 4 TOP
boards are included in the QDF Positive List as
low-emission wood based boards.

Monitoring
OSB 4 TOP boards afford planners and fabricators an
incredible degree of product and application security.
The highest quality standards are guaranteed thanks
to national and international product standards
combined with product-specific construction
approvals. The boards are subject to an ongoing
external monitoring by an accredited Institute. This
regular, independent inspection of the products is
documented by the CE certification.
• TPAA brand registration certificate (527 70 H2)
for the plant Wismar
• CE certification and declaration of performance
• International certifications: JAS, BBA, KOMO, PS 2-10
• ISO 9001 certified quality management
• PEFC upon request
• CoC certification according to FSC (CW)
• European Timber Regulation EUTR

• IBU Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
according to EN 15804 and ISO 14025
• 100 % formaldehyde free resin (NAF)
• BDF/QDF Positive List Germany
• GHAD recommendations
• Wood fresh from the forest
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→

What do we have to say on the topic of the environment?
Find answers and insights in our
environment and sustainability brochure.
www.egger.com/environment

Custom-made
quality –
from day
one.
39

www.egger.com/osfloor
Do you want to know more?
Simply scan here to get all
the information you need.

EGGER Australia Pty Ltd

EGGER Building Products GmbH

EGGER Sägewerk Brilon GmbH

PO Box 697

Weiberndorf 20

Im Kissen 19

Carlton South 3053 Victoria

6380 St. Johann in Tirol

59929 Brilon

Australia

Austria

Germany

EGGER Holzwerkstoffe Wismar

SC EGGER România SRL

GmbH & Co. KG

Str. Austriei 2

Am Haffeld 1

PO Box 38

23970 Wismar

725400 Rădăuţi, jud. Suceava

Germany

Romania
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